5 key student loan terms that medical students should know
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Just as medical school sets you on course for a career as a physician, the financial decisions you make during your years as a medical student can shape your future.

To make informed choices, a measure of financial literacy is key for medical students. Experts from Laurel Road, selected by the AMA as a partner to help you navigate your financial future, offered insights on a few key terms that can affect a medical student’s financial future. Here’s a look at some key terms to keep in mind.

Public Service Loan Forgiveness

The Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program (PSLF) program offers federal student loan debt relief for physicians and others who make 120 payments on their educational loans while working for a nonprofit or government entity. Most healthcare organizations operate as nonprofits so the program, enacted in 2007, has a wide reach.

“There are many misconceptions around PSLF, as well as a simple lack of awareness about the availability of the program,” Chirag Shah, MD, an anesthesiologist who works with Laurel Road as a consultant.

“Some physicians don’t realize they’re eligible regardless of their medical specialty, that their employer qualifies for the program, or that the 10 years of enrollment in PSLF don’t have to be consecutive,” Dr. Shah said. “You could, for example, work in the private sector and come back to nonprofit or government work and pick up where you left off.”

Federal loan payment pause
In effect since March 2020, the federal student loan payment and interest pause temporarily stopped monthly payments and interest accrual for all federal student loan holders during the COVID-19 pandemic. Payments are expected to resume in September of 2023, though there have been a number of last-minute extensions since the pause took effect.

For students in undergraduate medical training, there will be other avenues for student loan relief, according to Chris Walters, who heads up GradFin, a brand of KeyBank along with Laurel Road.

“With the student loan pause expected to end by September 2023, current medical students will still be able to pursue forgiveness through federal programs like income-driven repayment and PSLF, even when the pause ends,” Walters said.

**Income-driven Repayment**

Income-driven Repayment (IDR) plans are designed to provide borrowers with options other than forbearance when they have trouble making monthly payments. There are four different types of repayment plans, which calculate your monthly payments based on your adjusted gross income and family size.

“For residents and early-career doctors, IDR can be a financial lifeline before you hit your peak earning years,” Dr. Shah said. “For medical students that know they want to pursue a career in public health, IDR can make that financially possible.”

**Forbearance and deferment**

Both forbearance and deferment allow borrowers to postpone student loan repayment. If you are in deferment, you are likely in school full time and interest can accrue on loans. In deferment, interest does not typically accrue on loans.

“Forbearance is defined as a pause in payments, and interest can accrue on all loans during forbearance,” Dr. Shah said. “Typically, borrowers cannot get credit for PSLF qualifying payments while their loans are in forbearance.”

**Loan forgiveness, cancellation**
In recent years, the term “loan cancellation” has been applied to the Biden administration’s executive order granting up to $20,000 in loan relief for borrowers earning less than $125,000 individually or $250,000 as a couple.

“Student loan forgiveness is typically used when a borrower is working in a particular occupation for a defined time period,” Walters said. “Forgiveness is typically attached to federal student loans and is a feature of federal programs such as Income-driven Repayment and PSLF.”